The advent of three-dimensional echocardiography (3DE) represents a major innovation in cardiovascular ultrasound. Advancements in computer and transducers technology permit the acquisition of 3D data sets with adequate spatial and temporal resolution to assess most of the cardiac pathologies. In addition, 3D echocardiography enables the visualization of cardiac structures from virtually any perspective, providing a more anatomically sound and intuitive display, as well as an accurate quantitative evaluation of cardiac anatomy and function, thus offering solid elements for patient evaluation and management. Furthermore, 3DE sheds new lights in understanding pathophysiological aspects of underlying cardiac diseases.
Introduction
The advent of three-dimensional echocardiography (3DE) represents a major innovation in cardiovascular ultrasound. Advancements in computer and transducers technology permit the acquisition of 3D data sets with adequate spatial and temporal resolution to assess most of the cardiac pathologies. In addition, 3D echocardiography enables the visualization of cardiac structures from virtually any perspective, providing a more anatomically sound and intuitive display, as well as an accurate quantitative evaluation of cardiac anatomy and function, thus offering solid elements for patient evaluation and management. Furthermore, 3DE sheds new lights in understanding pathophysiological aspects of underlying cardiac diseases.
Data regarding clinical applications of 3DE are burgeoning and gradually capturing an established place in the noninvasive clinical assessment of cardiac anatomy and function. Recently, EAE/ASE recommendations have been published, aiming to provide clinicians with a systematic approach to 3D image acquisition and analysis. 1) This review details the state-of-the-art 3DE applications in clinical practice, emphasizing the advantages of 3DE over conventional two-dimensional echocardiography (2DE) and its current limitations.
Three-Dimensional Echocardiography Technique: Image Acquisition and Display
Currently, 3D data set acquisition can be easily implemented into standard echocardiographic examination by either switching among 2D and 3D probes or, with newest all-inone-probes, by switching between 2D and 3D modalities available in the same probe. The latter probes are also capable to provide single-beat full-volume acquisition, as well as realtime 3D color Doppler imaging (Fig. 1) .
3DE is the only imaging technique based on volumetric scanning able to show moving structures in the beating heart, in contrast to cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) and comput-ed tomography, which are based on post-acquisition 3D reconstruction from multiple tomographic images and displaying only 3D rendered snapshots. At present two different methods for 3D data acquisition are available: "real-time" (or "live" 3D mode) and multi-beat 3D mode (Fig. 2) . In the realtime mode, a thin sector of a pyramidal 3D volume data set is obtained and visualized live, beat after beat as during 2D scanning. Imaging is usually available in several fashions, as narrow volume, zoom, wide-angle (full-volume) and colorDoppler modalities. Heart dynamics is shown in a realistic way, with instantaneous on-line volume rendered reconstruction. It allows fast acquisition from a single acoustic view of dynamic pyramidal data structures that can encompass the entire heart without the need of reference system, electrocardiogram (ECG) and respiratory gating. Real-time imaging is time-saving both for data acquisition and analysis. Although this acquisition mode overcomes rhythm disturbances or respiratory motion limitations, it still suffers of relatively poor temporal and spatial resolution.
Conversely, multi-beat acquisition is realized through sequential acquisitions of narrow smaller volumes obtained from several ECG-gated consecutive heart cycles (from 2 to 6) that are subsequently stitched together to create a single volumetric data set. It provides large data sets with high temporal and spatial resolution, but more prone to artifacts due to patient or respiratory motion or irregular cardiac rhythms. The most appropriate acquisition mode for the specific clinical setting will be chosen in each individual case (Fig. 2) . . Different acquisition modalities available with three-dimensional echocardiography: A: Zoom mode; it can acquired either single-beat (to encompass a specific region or structures like en-face valve display without the need of cropping) or multi-beat to improve spatial and temporal resolution while maintaining the small volume size (e.g. to assess rapidly moving structures like vegetations). B: Real-time acquisition with a limited depth (usually around 30° in elevation) generally used to monitor interventional procedures. C: Multi-beat full-volume (reaching up to 100° in elevation) to encompass a large part of the heart in order to assess spatial relationships between cardiac structures or quantitate size and function of cardiac chambers. D: Three-dimensional color mode to assess shape and extension of regurgitant jets and determine the location and size of cardiac defects.
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3D data sets can be sectioned in several planes and rotated in order to visualize the cardiac structure of interest from any desired perspective, irrespective of its orientation and position within the heart. This allows the operator to easily obtain unique visualizations, that may be difficult or impossible to achieve using conventional 2DE (e.g. en-face views of the tricuspid valve or cardiac defects).
Acquisition of volumetric images generates the technical problem of rendering the depth perception on a flat, 2D monitor. 3D images can be visualized using three display modalities: volume rendering, surface rendering and tomographic slices (Fig. 3) . In volume rendering modality, various color maps are applied to convey the depth perception to the observer. Generally, lighter shades (e.g. bronze, Fig. 4 ) are used for structures closer to the observer, while darker shades (e.g. blue, Fig. 4 ) are used for deeper structures. Surface rendering modality displays the 3D surface of cardiac structures, identified either by manual tracing or by using automated border detection algorithms on multiple 2D cross-sectional images of the structure/cavity of interest ( Fig. 3 and 5B). This stereoscopic approach is useful for the assessment of shape and for a better appreciation of geometry and dynamic function during the cardiac cycle. Finally, the pyramidal data set can be automatically sliced in several tomographic views simultaneously displayed (Fig. 3) . Cut planes can be orthogonal, parallel or free (any given plane orientation), selected as desired by the echocardiographer for obtaining optimized cross-sections of the heart in order to answer specific clinical questions and to perform accurate and reproducible measurements (Fig. 6 ).
Clinical Applications

Left ventricular quantification
Noninvasive assessment of left ventricular (LV) geometry and function is critically important for clinical decision making and represents the most frequent indication for an echocardiographic study. Suitability for device implantation, indications to cardiac surgery or to treatment initiation in asymptomatic pa- Fig. 2 . Schematic representation of two-dimensional (i.e. tomographic; A) and single-beat three-dimensional (i.e. volumetric; B) of the left ventricular short-axis at mitral valve level. Volumetric rendering displays many more details and allow better appreciation of spatial relationship among cardiac structures. C shows the multi-beat acquisition modality: two to six consecutive single-beat sub-volumes are stitched together to obtain a full-volume with higher spatial and temporal resolution.
A B C Fig. 3 . From the same pyramidal three-dimensional data set, the left ventricle can be analyzed using different display modalities: volume rendering, to visualize morphology and spatial relationships among adjacent structures; surface-rendering, for quantitative purposes; and multi-slice (multiple twodimensional tomographic views extracted automatically from a single 3D data set) for morphological and functional analysis at different regional levels. 
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tients with LV systolic dysfunction are among the most critical decisions that rely on an accurate LV quantitation.
2)
LV volume measurement by 2DE is highly experience-dependent, uses only partial information contained in few predefined cross-sections to assess global myocardial function, and relies on geometrical assumptions that may not be necessarily valid in all patients. Two-dimensional echocardiography has also shown a limited test-retest reproducibility for LV volumes and ejection fraction quantification.
3) Geometric assumptions render the measurements of LV volume and ejection fraction particularly inaccurate in those patients in whom these parameters are most needed (i.e. patients with previous myocardial infarction or cardiomyopathies, whose LVs are asymmetric or distorted).
Three-dimensional LV data set analysis can now be performed using computerized automated or semi-automated endocardial surface detection softwares, which do not rely on geometric assumptions and require only minimal human intervention, therefore improving measurement reproducibility (Fig. 7) . After identification of few anatomical landmarks (i.e. apex and mitral annulus reference points), the 3D LV cast can be automatically segmented into the standard 16 or 17 segments. The volume of the entire LV cavity, as well as the separate subvolumes corresponding to each of 16 or 17 segments can be measured frame-by-frame and plotted against time (Fig. 8) .
Three-dimensional echocardiography has been extensively validated against CMR (Table 1 ) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and was demonstrated to be more time-saving, reproducible and accurate than conventional 2DE for LV volumes and ejection fraction measurement. The possibility of re-aligning planes and optimally adjusting the LV chamber size to its maximum longitudinal axis length is an important advantage offered by 3DE over conventional 2DE. Foreshortening of LV longitudinal axis is a However, despite eliminating LV apical foreshortening and geometric assumptions, 3DE still yields a systematic underestimation of LV volumes as shown in a meta-analysis of 95 studies having CMR as reference. 19) A significant underestimation has been reported for LV end-systolic (-4.7 mL) and end-diastolic (-9.9 mL) volumes, whereas ejection fraction measurement revealed an excellent accuracy (-0.13%), probably due to a constant underestimation of both volumes. Female gender and presence of cardiac disease were associated with a larger extent of underestimation.
As a rule, good image quality is a prerequisite for an accurate quantitation of global LV function using semi-or auto- mated border detection algorithms. A manual editing of the automatically-identified endocardial surface may be required in order to ensure an accurate quantitative analysis, particularly in patients with suboptimal image quality.
2)20) Some authors reported that LV volume measurements by 3DE are less when less than 60% of the endocardial border is visualized; 21) in this setting, the use of contrast may improve the accuracy and reproducibility of measurements.
22)23)
Simultaneous LV shape analysis (i.e. 3D sphericity index) is provided from the endocardial 3D surface reconstruction: as the LV becomes more globular, the sphericity index approaches unity. In patients with acute myocardial infarction, 3DE derived sphericity index has been demonstrated to be an earlier and more accurate predictor of LV remodeling than other clinical, electrocardiographic, and echocardiographic variables. 24) By adding an automated detection of the LV epicardial surface and applying 3D speckle-tracking analysis within the LV myocardial wall delimited between the endocardial and epicardial surfaces, additional parameters can be obtained from the same 3D data set: LV mass ( Fig. 9 ), as well as myocardial deformation components (longitudinal, circumferential, radial and area strain) (Fig. 10) .
Left ventricular mass calculations by M-mode and 2DE are subject to the same limitations in reproducibility and accuracy affecting LV size and function. Several comparative studies (Table 2) 4)16)18) [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] have proven that 3DE is more accurate than M-mode or 2DE methods to calculate LV mass when CMR was used as reference standard. Inter-observer and test/re-test reproducibility were also improved by the 3DE approach. 4) More accurate measurements of LV mass may facilitate its use as a surrogate outcome marker in trials involving antihypertensive medications. 31) 3DE provides new opportunities of assessing regional LV wall motion. Conventional 2DE, being confined to several predefined views, actually shows only a very limited part of the whole LV myocardium (Fig. 11) . Conversely, 3DE can display the entire myocardial volume in a multi-slice panel, allowing a comprehensive assessment of the whole LV circumference (Fig. -2 -Pouleur et al. 16) 1 ± 3 -Mean difference ± SD from cardiac magnetic resonance. 3DE: threedimensional echocardiography, 2DE: two-dimensional echocardiography 6 ). This display modality can improve the accuracy of visual regional wall motion assessment, because even limited wall motion abnormalities, localized in regions that are not apparent in conventional 2D views, can be visualized. Furthermore, with 3DE, a quantitative analysis of LV regional functional is possible by comparing regional volume variation of each pyramidalshaped LV segment during the cardiac cycle (Fig. 8) . A good correlation of quantitative 3DE analysis with 2DE regional wall motion score 10) and CMR 32) has been reported. Very recently 3D speckle-tracking technology has been validated for regional wall motion analysis, 33) providing an additional quantitative tool to objectively assess segmental myocardial deformation.
A more accurate evaluation of regional wall motion improves the diagnostic accuracy of pharmacological stress echocardiography in ischemic heart disease. 34)35) In addition, since the recovery of wall motion abnormalities has been shown to occur fast in patients with limited coronary disease, the rapid acquisition of peak stress images is of paramount importance to detect single-vessel disease. Latest generation 3DE scanners allow a rapid image acquisition during peak stress, which may decrease the potential risk of missing transitory ischemia. 35) Using 3DE, the operator is able to acquire all views from a single transducer location, significantly shortening the acquisition time. The views obtained by automatically slicing the 3D data sets acquired at different steps of the stress echocardiographic protocol can be re-aligned at any moment after acquisition and automatically displayed side-by-side to allow an easier detection of new wall motion abnormalities or of changes in wall motion abnormalities detected at baseline. Aggeli et al. 34) and Badano et al. 35) have reported an increased sensitivity of 3D stress echo to detect inducible ischemia in the territory of left anterior descendent coronary artery.
3DE is emerging as a promising tool to assess intraventricular mechanical dyssynchrony, to improve the selection of patients with heart failure who will benefit from biventricular pacing and to monitor post-implant LV remodeling. 36)37) A systolic dyssynchrony index is calculated as the standard deviation of the time to minimum systolic volume of each LV segment (Fig. 8) . A higher systolic dyssynchrony index denotes increasing intraventricular dyssynchrony. Optimal cut-off value of systolic dyssynchrony index remains to be defined (Table  3) . [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] 3DE can also be used to choose the optimal pacing lead position and to assess the response to cardiac resynchronization therapy, as the LV end-systolic volume decrease is considered a marker for reverse remodeling. 44 ) 
Right ventricular morphology and function
2DE quantification of right ventricular (RV) size and function is challenging, due to the anterior position of the RV in the chest, its complex asymmetric geometry, irregularity of the highly trabeculated endocardial border, impossibility to visualize in the same view both inflow and outflow tracts and lack of realistic geometrical models. 45) 3DE was demonstrated to have a good accuracy in measuring RV volumes compared to CMR (Fig. 12) . 38) A good correlation between CMR and 3DE parameters reflecting RV geometry and function has been demonstrated, although, as for the LV, an underestimation of 3DE RV volumes is often reported (Table 3) . Shimada et al. 38) reported that the underestimation of RV volumes with 3DE was higher for larger end-diastolic volumes, whereas an overestimation was more likely for smaller end-systolic volumes. Age accounted for a part of the error, RV volumes being overestimated and RV ejection fraction underestimated in the elderly. Possible reasons for this systematic bias may be the poorly-defined endocardial border in a dilated RV, the non-inclusion of RV outflow tract in the analysis and the limited temporal resolution. In a recent study, Tamborini et al. 46) proposed reference values for RV volumes and ejection fraction obtained from 245 normal subjects. RV volumes were significantly correlated with age, sex and body surface area. 
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Left ventricle
Advantages of 3DE:
• In contrast with 2DE imaging, re-aligning planes on 3D data sets to identify LV maximum longitudinal axis eliminates apical foreshortening and optimizes volumetric quantification • 3DE measurements of left ventricular volumes and function do not rely on geometric assumptions about its shape • A comprehensive and time-saving analysis of LV geometry and function can be obtained from a single 3D full-volume data set (volumes, sphericity, ejection fraction, regional wall motion, dyssynchrony, deformation, mass)
• 3DE allows both qualitative and quantitative assessment of regional wall motion in a faster, more accurate and comprehensive manner in comparison with 2DE
Limitations of 3DE:
• Good image quality is a prerequisite for an accurate semi-automated or fully-automated LV quantitation • Regular cardiac rhythm and patient cooperation for breath holding are essential • Limited evidence exists regarding the reference values for LV parameters and the intervendor consistency of 3D quantitative parameters • The relatively low temporal resolution of 3DE limits the assessment of regional wall motion during stress Amaki et al. 47) demonstrated that RV quantification by 3DE can be accurately performed also in patients with pulmonary hypertension. They reported that the abnormal end-diastolic interventricular septal convexity visualized by 3DE was a predictor of mortality. In addition, 3DE has been used to quantify the extent of the tricuspid tenting in the functional tricuspid regurgitation secondary to the increased RV afterload. 48) Using unique cut planes, 3DE can detect particular causes of pulmonary hypertension, such as interventricular or interatrial septal defects or complex congenital diseases. In congenital heart diseases, RV volumes are important predictors of patient outcome, may help in choosing the timing of interventions and in monitoring the post-surgical result. An added value of 3DE is the ability of quantitating RV function after surgery, when Tricuspid Annular Plane Systolic Excursion and RV myocardial velocities by tissue-Doppler are no longer reliable indicators of global systolic performance.
49)50)
Congenital heart diseases
Children and young adults usually have excellent acoustic window and transthoracic 3DE represents the optimal technique to visualize and understand the complex anatomy of congenital heart disease. This technique allows a better appreciation of the position of cardiac structures in relation to each other and it is applicable in various congenital heart diseases, including valvular disease, shunts and aortic pathology. [51] [52] [53] Monte et al. 54) have reported the accuracy of 3D color Doppler in detecting patent foramen ovale in comparison with transthoracic and transesophageal contrast 2DE. 3DE enables novel views of congenital septal defects ( Fig. 13) and improves the quantification of defect size as demonstrated by a closer correlation with surgical findings (r = 0.92 vs. r = 0.69 of the 2DE).
55) Kasliwal et al. 56) compared conventional echocardiographic methods with 3DE to assess the adequacy of rims for device closure and its relation to surroundings structures. 3DE derived maximal diameter and area of atrial septal defect showed the best correlations with invasively determined balloon occlusive diameter (r = 0.93, p = 0.0001).
In patients who have undergone surgical (suture or patch) or percutaneous (occluder device) closure for ventricular or atrial septal defects, the entire shape, dimensions, and site of the patches or occluders, and their spatial relationships with surrounding structures could be clearly assessed on 3DE. Sinha et al. 57) reported 4 clinical cases of atrial septal defects and patent foramen ovale, where 3DE and 3D color Doppler were used to assess the efficacy of Amplatzer transcatheter occluder device and postprocedure complications, such as presence and magnitude of residual shunt and device malposition. Kasliwal et al. 56) also demonstrated the feasibility and the added diagnostic yield of 3DE in several patients with various congenital heart diseases: ventricular septal defects, patent ductus arteriosus, Valsalva sinus aneurysm, Ebstein anomaly and supramitral rings. 3DE gave additional information over standard 2DE by providing the spatial orientation of the anatomical structures.
Chamber volume quantification has been validated also in congenital diseases, in which 3D provides reliable and reproducible data to predict morbidity and mortality, to plan surgery and to monitor variations of chamber volumes and function, crucial for the management of congenital heart disease patient.
41)58)
3DE has also been shown to reliably define the morphology and the anatomical details of bicuspid aortic valves (Fig. 14) .
59)
Heart valve morphology and function
Assessing the morphological and functional changes occurring in stenotic or regurgitant heart valves is key to the comprehensive diagnosis of heart valve diseases and to properly address their treatment. Since with 3DE we can obtain stereoscopic views of heart valve apparatus, 3DE findings have become pivotal to evaluate suitability for valve repair, 60) provide surgical guidance, Fig. 13 . En-face view of a large atrial septal defect from the right atrial perspective obtained by cropping the free wall of the right atrium from a full-volume three-dimensional data-set encompassing the base of the heart. The morphology and size of the defect can be appreciated and quantitated, as well as the extent of peripheral rims and relationships with surrounding cardiac structures. ASD: atrial septal defect, CS: coronary sinus, RA: right atrium, RV: right ventricle.
Right ventricle
• 3DE provides a unique and reliable quantification of RV volumes by echocardiography, both in healthy subjects and in patients • 3DE has a documented prognostic value in the assessment of patients with congenital and acquired heart diseases Limitations of 3DE:
• RV has an unfavourable position within the chest for transthoracic 3DE transducer • Severely dilated RV is often difficult to encompass in a pyramidal 3D data set • RV prominent trabeculations are the main source of error when tracing endocardial borders • RV outflow tract or anterior wall are sometimes difficult to be adequately imaged by 3DE monitor interventional procedures 61) and to assess effectiveness of treatment. 62) Overcoming the necessity of mental reconstruction of valve anatomy from tomographic views, the surgeon and the echocardiographer share a common and reproducible view, allowing a better planning of patient's management.
Mitral valve
Mitral valve is a complex apparatus requiring anatomic integrity of its components and their correct functional relationship during the cardiac cycle for properly functioning. Due to the complex mitral annulus shape, a tomographic imaging modality like 2DE has several limitations in displaying the mitral valve morphology and geometry, which can be overcome by the volumetric display by 3DE.
The unique ability of 3DE to display en-face the atrio-ventricular valves both from the atrium or ventricle (Fig. 4 and 15 ) allows a better anatomical definition of mitral apparatus and its function in relation to the surrounding cardiac structures. 63) 
Mitral stenosis
To identify the best therapeutic strategy in patients with rheumatic mitral valve stenosis, clinical data and accurate measurements of mitral valve area are needed. Doppler based methods are heavily influenced by cardiac rhythm, haemodynamic status and angle of incidence. Accordingly, methods based on direct planimetry of the anatomical valve orifice • 3DE provides anatomic images in the beating heart, that are easily recognizable and interpreted by the surgeon, interventional cardiologist, pediatrician, congenital heart disease specialist, anatomist etc.
• The additional dimension (depth) that is inherent to 3D images is particularly important when examining structures, such as the ventricular or atrial septum, or the atrioventricular junctions, which can now be visualized en face • 3DE allows an easy appreciation of spatial orientation and a proper understanding of the (abnormal) relationship between adjacent cardiac structures Limitations of 3DE:
• 3DE application in congenital diseases requires a specific training • Small children are difficult to image with the available 3D transducers • Patients with tachycardia or unable/unwilling to cooperate for respiratory maneuvers are particularly challenging with current 3DE technology should be more accurate. However, direct planimetry of mitral valve area from 2DE images has two major limitations: i. frequent overestimation of valve orifice area because the orientation of the 2D view used to trace the orifice contour is fixed and seldom orthogonal to the direction of the mitral funnel; ii. there is no anatomical landmark that can be used to ensure that the short-axis view used to trace the orifice is the one with the smallest area. 3DE has overcome these limitations, as the echocardiographer may easily crop the 3D data set to identify the correct orientation and position of the cut plane on which to trace the area of the stenotic valve. 3DE visualization of the actual mitral stenotic orifice can be accomplished either from the LV side or the left atrial side (Fig. 16) . Severity of stenosis, extent of leaflet thickening and commissural fusion, as well visualization length and fusion degree of chordae tendineae can be visualized and assessed by 3DE. Compared to all other echo Doppler methods for assessing residual mitral valve orifice area, 3DE has shown the best agreement with invasive methods. [64] [65] [66] Recently, Anwar et al. 67) proposed a new score for assessing mitral stenosis based on 3D evaluation.
Organic mitral regurgitation
Due to the saddle-shaped geometry of the mitral annulus, localization and extent of mitral valve prolapse can sometimes be controversial using 2DE 68) and usually requires the acquisition of several views of the valve and subsequent mental reconstruction of its stereoscopic morphology by an experienced echocardiographer. 3DE, by its ability to display the mitral valve en-face from the left atrial perspective ("surgical view") provides an immediate and anatomically sound view of the involved scallops (Fig. 5) . Transthoracic 3DE provides the surgeon a unique opportunity to visualize the mitral valve in the beating heart from the same perspective as in the operating room, for a precise identification and sizing of the prolapsing scallops with an accuracy approaching that of transesophageal 2DE.
68)69) 3DE assessment has been found to provide a significant added diagnostic yield particularly in cases with complex mitral valve prolapse (commissular lesions, bileaflets lesions, P1 and P3 prolapse). 70) This information is mandatory to reliably plan the surgical approach and predict the success rate of valve repair. Annulus dilatation is often coexisting in case of mitral valve prolapse and can be semi-automatically quantitated by 3DE (Fig. 5) .
71)72) Furthermore, 3D allows to identify factors of propensity to systolic anterior motion developing after valve repair and, consequently, interventional targets in patients with persistent regurgitation despite surgery. 73) Functional mitral regurgitation Functional mitral regurgitation is defined as an insufficiency of the structurally normal mitral valve, developing as a consequence of a regional or global LV dysfunction. Mitral annulus dilatation, tethering of mitral leaflets secondary to LV dilatation with outward displacement of papillary muscles and reduced transmitral pressure to coapt the leaflets concur to determine the severity of the regurgitation. The extent of mitral valve apparatus distortion in patients with functional mitral regurgitation can be quantitated using 3DE: geometry of the annulus, leaflet surfaces, tethering distance, tenting volume, and the relationship between the mitral valve and the papillary muscles providing new insights into the pathophysiology of this disease, differentiating the mechanisms of the regurgitation in ischemic and dilated cardiomyopathy and assessing its severity.
69)74)75)
Severity of mitral regurgitation
In addition to morphology, quantification of the severity of 
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mitral valve regurgitation is mandatory to properly address management, particularly in asymptomatic patients. 76) Conventional 2DE and Doppler methods are limited by several assumptions about regurgitant jet shape and orifice area morphology. 77) 3DE color mode allows the acquisition of the whole regurgitant jet to assess its volume, origin and its extension in relation to adjacent structures (Fig. 17A) . 56) By cropping the 3DE color data set and using of the tissue/color suppress options, the regurgitant orifice area can be identified and vena contracta planimetered (Fig. 17B) . Alternatively, the effective regurgitant orifice area can be measured from a 3D color data set without geometrical assumption about orifice shape and proximal isovelocity surface morphology. 78) Thus, 3D allows evaluation of the real anatomic regurgitant orifice area, devoid of flow convergence limitations and distorsions. Correct visualization of regurgitant flow, particularly eccentric ones, improved accuracy in effective regurgitant orifice area quantification.
79-81)
Aortic valve 3DE is complementary to 2DE for imaging the morphology of the aortic valve ( Fig. 14 and 18 ) and quantitating the aortic root geometry. 82) However, obtaining an adequate 3DE imaging of the aortic valve from both transthoracic and transesopha- 
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Mitral valve
• 3DE offers en-face images of the mitral valve in the beating heart, that are easily interpreted by surgeons and interventional cardiologists • 3DE enables a more accurate assessment of mitral stenosis severity by orifice planimetry and a detailed morphologic assessment, even if patients with inadequate parasternal window • En-face "surgical" views of mitral valve allows a reliable identification of the prolapsing scallops and assessment of the extent of valve abnormality in degenerative mitral regurgitation • Automated quantitative assessment of mitral annulus geometry and shape is possible by 3DE, in both degenerative and functional mitral regurgitation • 3DE can provide a quantitative assessment of the various mechanisms involved in the development of functional mitral regurgitation and a superior accuracy in the quantitative evaluation of the regurgitation severity • 3DE is a safe imaging tool for guiding and monitoring of mitral clipping interventional procedures • More accurate and reproducible quantitation of the chamber volumes and function by 3DE brings benefit in the diagnosis of valve disease severity and timing of corrective interventions Limitations of 3DE:
• Poor acoustic window limits the application of transthoracic 3DE • High temporal and spatial resolution are crucial for a reliable quantitative analysis based on 3D color flow data; significant arrhythmias are, therefore, difficult-to-image scenarious • Technical conditions (image quality, temporal and spatial resolution, gain, compression, dropout artifacts etc.) may significantly impact on valve disease severity assessment • Quantitative analysis is possible only off-line, on dedicated workstations and requires specific training geal approaches is sometimes more challenging than of the mitral valve, particularly in normal aortic valves (having very thin cusps that cause dropouts of the leaflet bodies with regular thresholding) or in heavily calcified valve annulus and prostheses (visualization limited by frequent acoustic shadowing due to calcium deposits and prosthesis stents), or when the acoustic window is suboptimal. Once a 3DE data set containing the aortic root is acquired, it can be cropped and rotated for an anatomically sound, dynamic 3D rendering of the aortic valve, which can be visualized both from aortic and ventricular perspectives (Fig. 15) , as well as from any desired longitudinal or oblique plane. The visualization of the aortic valve from the aorta (surgical view) is best suited for assessing valve morphology, while the ventricular perspective is more useful to assess aortic tumors/vegetations or subvalvular obstructions. 83) In addition, the analysis of 3DE data sets has revealed new insights of valvular dynamics. Veronesi et al. 84) demonstrated that mitral and aortic valves are coupled to function in a reciprocal, interdependent way. The expansion of one facilitates contraction of the other. The evidence is observed through decreased mitral regurgitation severity after aortic replacement.
Aortic stenosis 3DE improved accuracy of the echocardiographic assessment of aortic valve area. With conventional 2DE Doppler, continuity equation assume the circularity of LV outflow tract area, but 3DE has shown that the actual cross-section is often elliptical, with the largest diameter being the transversal (Fig.  18B) . Therefore, 2DE which derives the LV outflow tract area from the measurement of the antero-posterior diameter may underestimate the actual valve area. Khaw et al. 85) have reported that substituting planimetered LV outflow tract area obtained from 3DE data sets enhanced the accuracy of valve area quantification in patients with aortic stenosis.
Gutiérrez-Chico et al. 86) proposed another approach to improve accuracy of aortic stenosis severity assessment, by using in the continuity equation direct volumetric measurements of the LV stroke volume from 3D LV data sets. Aortic valve areas obtained with such method were closer correlated to those obtained with invasive measurements and Gorlin formula, than the corresponding values obtained with conventional continuity equation.
Goland et al. 87) suggested a direct planimetry of the aortic valve area from the en-face visualization of the valve by 3DE. The method resulted feasible and accurate compared to computerized tomography and CMR. 
Aortic regurgitation
Repair of isolated aortic regurgitation, with or without aortic root pathology, is emerging as a feasible and attractive option to replacement. However, aortic valve repair is technically more demanding than replacement, and careful preoperative echocardiographic assessment of the valve and the aortic root (the so-called "aortic valve complex") is pivotal to identify the mechanism of regurgitation and to provide the surgeon quantitative data about morphology of aortic valve complex for proper patient selection and surgical planning. In a comparative study of transesophageal 2DE and epicardial 3DE against surgical findings, epicardial 3DE was more sensitive than transesophageal 2DE in detecting morphologic abnormalities of aortic valve documented intra-operatively (leaflet deficiency, prolapse/perforation, commissural fusion). 90) 3DE is feasible and accurate to precisely describe the mechanism of aortic regurgitation and the complementary use of color 3D enables the quantitation of its severity. 3DE methods, 
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which reconstruct vena contracta region, allow direct measurements of jet cross-sectional area. 91) Other 3DE methods for quantification have been evaluated, such as the direct measurement of proximal isovelocity surface volume or the measurement of aortic regurgitant volume by computing the difference between 3DE-determined LV and RV stroke volumes. 92) Furthermore, 3D provides a realistic assessment of aortic root, allowing the measurement of several parameters describing its morphology such as leaflet height, leaflet coaptation height, inter-commissural distance, leaflet edge, coronary ostium to leaflet distance and sinus Valsalva volumes, useful in planning surgical (e.g. aortic valve-sparing operation) or transcatheter aortic valve implantation procedures.
83)93)
Tricuspid valve A complete visualization of tricuspid annulus and all three leaflets in one view is seldom possible by both transthoracic and transesophageal 2DE. 3DE has the unique capability of obtaining a transverse plane encompassing the whole tricuspid valve and provide an en-face visualization of the valve. It allows the simultaneous visualization of all the three leaflets moving during the cardiac cycle, leaflet coaptation and separation of the commissures from both the atrial and ventricular perspective (Fig. 15) . Furthermore, tricuspid annulus has been shown to have a complex 3D shape: 3DE is the unique method to provide a reliable assessment of actual annulus size and morphology, 94) pivotal to plan surgical management in functional regurgitation. 95) Tricuspidal stenosis Leaflet thickness, extent of commissural fusion and area planimetry can be readly obtained in rheumatic disease. [96] [97] [98] Tricuspidal regurgitation
When a "pathologic" tricuspid regurgitation is detected at color Doppler, a complete understanding of leaflet morphology and of the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying tricuspid regurgitation is mandatory to properly address management. In these cases, a comprehensive assessment of the morphology of tricuspid valve apparatus using transthoracic 3DE provides important clues on the underlying aetiology and mechanisms of valve dysfunction.
94)98-100)
Vena contracta and regurgitant orifice area measurements by color 3DE have been reported to provide a reliable quantification of the severity of tricuspid regurgitation.
101)
Pulmonary valve disease
Despite its potential utility, there is no current evidence supporting the routine use of 3DE for pulmonary valve disease assessment.
102)103)
Prosthetic valves
Transoesophageal 3DE is the method of choice for an accurate diagnosis of prosthetic valve function. Transoesophageal 3DE enhanced the assessment of prosthetic valves and related complications, such as leaking, dehiscence and endocarditis complications. 3D color Doppler flow mapping is able to qualitatively visualize the size and shape of valvular and paravalvular regurgitations, as well as the underlying pathology, enabling exact definition of jet origin and size which are useful to plan management. 104) Transthoracic 3DE is of limited usefulness in assessing mechanical prostheses due to acoustic shadowing and limited spatial resolution, but it may sometimes provide clues on the mechanism of bioprosthesis dysfunction (i.e. cusp prolapse or rupture).
Infective Endocarditis
3D transthoracic and particularly transoesophageal echocardiography can show the 3D configuration and attachment of vegetations, mobility of vegetations with blood flow and potential complications, such as valve prolapse and perforation.
105) The ability to acquire detailed "en-face" images of the valve allows one to precisely localize the vegetations and assess
Aortic valve
• 3DE provides en-face visualizations of the aortic valve in the beating heart, either from aorta or ventricular perspective, that are easily interpreted by surgeons to plan valve repair surgery • Anatomically-corrected measurements of LV outflow tract area by 3DE planimetry are useful for assessing severity of valve stenosis and sizing valve prosthesis • Quantitative assessment of aortic root geometry helps in planning aortic valve-sparing and transcatheter aortic valve implantation interventions • Accurate quantitation of size and function of LV by 3DE is key for clinical decisions Limitations of 3DE:
• Suboptimal acoustic window renders transthoracic acquisitions of aortic valve difficult or at times impossible to interpret • Drop-out artifacts of cusp body is frequent in normal aortic valve • Acoustic shadowing limits the accuracy of 3DE assessment in patients with heavily calcified annuli or with stented or metallic valve prostheses
Tricuspid valve
• 3DE offers direct visualization of the valve apparatus and of all 3 leaflets in a single view, which is pivotal to understanding the underlying aetiology and mechanisms of valve dysfunction • 3DE provides new opportunities for improving the quantitative assessment of valve disease severity (tricuspid valve stenosis and regurgitation, isolated or associated) • Reliable quantitative assessment of tricuspid annuls size and morphology is possible by semi-automated 3DE softwares • 3DE is the most accurate ultrasound method for the quantitation of volumes and function of right heart chambers Limitations of 3DE:
• Suboptimal acoustic window renders transthoracic acquisitions of tricuspid valve difficult or at times impossible to interpret their size, morphology, attachment points and relationships with anatomical structures. 106)107) Despite the high spatial resolution, particularly with transesophageal 3DE, Lang et al. 62) underlines that, because of frame rate limitations on 3D, in their experience 2DE remains superior for the identification of small mobile vegetations.
Cardiac Masses
A cardiac mass may have quite variable site of attachment, shape and size, requiring from the echocardiographer to examine it from a series of 2DE images and then to "mentally" reconstruct the tumor to define all morphologic details. To do this accurately, a clinician should understand the relationship of each 2D tomographic image to one another. 3DE eliminates the need for cognitive reconstruction of image planes and use of geometric assumptions about shape of structures for quantitation. This particularly applies to complex shapes such as intracardiac tumors. Once a 3D data set is acquired, it can be cropped and sliced in many different ways. In addition, the possibility of rotating the data sets in the space allows the observer to obtain planes and views and to align structures in ways that were impossible to achieve with conventional 2DE. Thus, additional information about mass location, shape, attaching interface and relationships with adjacent structures can be derived from 3DE data sets.
108)
Left and Right Atria
A growing interest has been recently dedicated to atrial cavities due to their prognostic value in various cardiac diseases and the rapid development of cardiac interventional electrophysiology. At present, target structures are mainly localized with post-processing of computer tomography scan sections and with fluoroscopy, but 3DE is emerging as a valuable tool to guide ablation procedures. 109) 3D may be a useful tool to identify landmarks, getting images from any perspective and with the possibility to "navigate" through cardiac cavities. 3D has been reported as an accurate and reproducible method to measure left atrial volumes and function (Fig. 19) . [110] [111] [112] Conversely, very limited data is available for right atrial volume assessment by 3DE. 113) As for the LV, 3DE corrects for atrial cavity foreshortening and results in less volume underestimation than 2DE, when both methods were compared against magnetic resonance.
Transesophageal 3DE may also improve assessment of left atrial appendage morphology and size. In addition, orifice area measurements by transesophageal 3DE for device sizing in percutaneous closure has been reported to be accurate when compared to computed tomography measurements.
114) The use of transesophageal 3DE monitoring is crucial for guiding percutaneous closure of atrial appendage.
Conclusions
3DE is a novel imaging technique based on acquisition and display of volumetric data sets in the beating heart. This permits a comprehensive evaluation of cardiac anatomy and function from a single acquisition and expands the diagnostic possibilities of non-invasive cardiology. It provides the possibility to quantitate geometry and function of cardiac chambers without pre-established assumptions regarding cardiac chamber shape and allows an echocardiographic assessment of the heart that is less operator-dependent and therefore more repro- Fig. 19 . Semi-automated quantification of left atrial volumes (maximal, VMAX; pre A-wave, VpreA; and minimal, VMIN), shape (sphericity indexes at maximal and minimal volumes, VMAX SI and VMIN SI, respectively) and phasic functions (total and active emptying fraction or stroke volumes, Total EF or SV and TrueEF or ASV, respectively) based on three-dimensional echocardiography.
Left and right atria
• 3DE provides a more reproducible assessment of left atrial volumes and less underestimation in comparison with magnetic resonance • A quantitative analysis of left and right atrial phasic functions can be obtained using novel semi-automated 3DE software • Assessment of left atrial appendage size and morphology can be performed by transoesophageal 3DE, improving the accuracy of 2D-based sizing approach • Transoesophageal 3DE is a valuable tool for device sizing, guiding and monitoring interventional procedures involving atrial septum, left atrial appendage, pulmonary veins etc.
• Atrial fibrillation with highly irregular rhythm prevents multibeat full-volume acquisitions, however single-beat images are feasible • Inadequate apical acoustic window limits the accuracy of atrial volume measurement
• Reference values for both left and right atrial volumes and functional parameters derived from large populations are currently lacking ducible. New visualization and quantitation opportunities have greatly enhanced our understanding of pathophysiology and severity of heart valve diseases and congenital defects. Further developments and improvements for widespread routine applications include higher spatial and temporal resolution to improve image quality, faster acquisition, processing and reconstruction, and easier approaches to quantitative analysis. At present, 3DE complements routine 2DE in clinical practice, overcoming some of its limitations and offering additional valuable information that has led to recommend its use for routine examination in selected fields. In the future, 3DE may become the standard echocardiographic examination procedure.
